
ABSTRACT 
 

MROCZKA, MARY ANN. Effects of Study Modality and Study Order on Learning Braille 

and Other Haptic Alphabets Used by Blind Persons.  (Under the direction of Drs. Slater E. 

Newman and Michael S. Wogalter.)  

 

Braille is the alphabet predominantly used today for total communication by blind persons; 

yet, its difficulty to learn prevents some from using it. This experiment compared learning of 

three alphabets used by blind persons, Braille, Moon and Fishburne. The effects of study 

modality (visual, haptic) and study order (random, alphabetical) were also investigated. 

Participants were given four study-test sequences to learn the names for each of the 26 

symbols of one of the three alphabets. On test trials, all participants were tested haptically in 

different random orders. Results showed main effects for alphabet, study modality, trials and 

an interaction between trials and alphabet. Moon was easier to learn than Braille, which was 

easier to learn than the Fishburne alphabet. Visual study facilitated learning only with the 

Moon alphabet. Results are interpreted in terms of McGuire’s (1961) three proposed 

processes involved in paired-associate learning: stimulus discrimination, associative learning, 

and response learning. Some implications for training are also discussed. 
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The search for a means of communication for blind persons was marked by the 

purported influence of a French philosopher. During the latter half of the 18th century, 

Valentin Hauy was a young translator for foreign businessmen; he had read the work of 

philosopher, Denis Diderot, and became sympathetic to the plight of blind people. Hauy was 

impressed with the tactile discrimination skill of a blind beggar, Lesueur, who returned a 

large coin to Hauy, assuming that he had dropped it by mistake. Thus began the first blind-

student and teacher relationship of record (Dixon, 2000).  

Hauy’s first materials were letters embossed on small tiles. When Lesueur told his 

teacher that he could read the reverse side of letters that had been embossed on funeral cards, 

Hauy began production of these embossed reversed letters. However, this was a costly 

process in terms of time and money, and these first books for blind persons were also very 

large. In addition, there was the problem that the shapes were too complicated for easy 

recognition. 

The next advance in the search for an alphabet for blind persons was made in 1821 by 

a retired French army captain. Charles Barbier, who had been acquainted with coded 

messages during his military service, became interested in methods that might increase the 

rate of reading; he believed that illiteracy was partially due to difficulties with the use of the 

alphabet. Initially, he used a penknife to make puncture holes in paper. For battlefield 

purposes, he developed a system of ‘night writing’ to send messages in the dark. His code 

was based on the sounds in the French language, placed on a 7 x 7 grid. A sound was 

indicated by two columns of holes; the first column indicated the row number and the second 

column indicated the column number from the grid. This punctiform method was welcomed 

by the pupils at l’Institut Royal des Jeunes Aveugles as easier to read than the old method of 
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embossed lines and curves of the Roman characters. However this system was not without 

problems. Since this system was phonetics-based, it led to unreliable spelling. Punctuation 

and numbers were not included. Writing was a slow process since some sounds required 

many dots, and the large number of dots made recognition more difficult. In addition, those 

sounds that required many dots were difficult to read because the reader’s finger might not 

cover all of them.  

When Barbier demonstrated his code, one of the observers was Louis Braille. He had 

lost his eyesight nine years earlier in an accident in his father’s saddler shop. Frustrated with 

the current system, Braille proposed two major improvements. The cell was changed to a 2 x 

3 matrix size. Also, rather than being sound-based, Braille moved to the use of the Roman 

alphabet. These two improvements continue to be characteristic of the Braille code to this 

day. It is currently the system most widely used for reading by blind persons (Dixon, 2000). 

 Moon and Fishburne are two other systems currently in use, Moon for reading and 

Fishburne for labeling. Each has been developed in response to the belief that they would be 

easier to learn than Braille. Though most such information is anecdotal, there is some 

corroborating experimental evidence, which will be presented below. 

This introduction is divided into six sections. First, I will present some information 

about the incidence of blindness in the United States, and the extent of Braille usage. Next, I 

will briefly describe each of the three systems. Learning the names for symbols of an 

alphabet is a paired-associate learning task. Thus, in the third section I will describe the 

typical procedure used in most of the experiments presented here. 

Several factors have been shown to affect the learning of Braille, and experiments 

describing them will be presented in the next section; in particular, those factors that might 
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facilitate stimulus discrimination will be examined. Then, several experiments comparing 

Braille and Fishburne will be presented, followed by the few studies comparing Braille and 

Moon. Finally, the experiment to be proposed will be presented along with the rationale for 

undertaking it.  

Prevalence of Blindness 

The American Foundation for the Blind (2005) reports that there are approximately 

10 to 11 million blind and visually-impaired people in the United States. Of these, 1.3 million 

are legally blind and 55,200 of these are children. “Legally blind” refers to clinically-

measured acuity of 20/200 in the better eye with best correction or a visual field of 20 

degrees or less. Visual impairment (approximately 9.5 million people) includes both severe 

and nonsevere functional limitation. Severe functional limitation refers to those who have 

said that they “are unable” to see words and letters in ordinary print, even with correction. 

Nonsevere functional limitation refers to people who have said that they “have difficulty” 

seeing words and letters in ordinary print. There are 5.5 million elderly individuals who are 

blind or visually impaired. The incidence rate is that every seven minutes, someone in the 

United States will become blind or visually impaired. The prevalence of the deaf-blind 

population in the United States is 10,000 (Rosenberg & Borg, 2001). 

The United States National Plan for Training Personnel to Serve Children with 

Blindness and Low Vision (NPTP) estimated that, in 1998, 93,600 students between the ages 

of birth to 21 years received special education services (Kirchner & Diament, 1999). Of 

these, there were 32,700 (35%) who had no other disability than visual impairment, 50,100 

(53%) who had at least one other disability (except deafness) and 10,800 (12%) who were 

blind and also deaf.  
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Alphabets for Use by Blind Persons  

Braille is a means for blind persons to read and write, "total communication." 

Although it is the most widely used alphabet for this group, it is not used by all. In 1986, only 

about 45,000 of the 1.7 million blind persons in U.S. reported the use of Braille for 

communication. Only 5,500 of the 55,200 legally blind children used Braille.  

While the original Braille code included dashes as well as dots, the Braille symbols 

are now composed of one to six dots that appear in a 2 x 3 matrix (see Appendix 1). There 

are two versions of Braille, contracted (uses symbols for some contractions) and 

uncontracted (a symbol for each letter). 

By 1990, the Braille alphabet system was composed of the literary code (i.e., the 

basic code) as well as specialized codes for mathematics, music, computers, and textbook 

notation. The difficulty of learning these different codes led to the formation of an 

international Uniform Braille Code committee; the UBC is being designed to include all 

codes except the music code (Dixon, 2000). While Braille is the predominant alphabet 

currently used, research and field data indicate that it is neither easy to learn nor to use 

(Millar, 1997). 

The Moon system was devised in England by William Moon in 1847, and is in use 

mainly in the United Kingdom with a small number of persons, especially with those who 

have had difficulty learning Braille. Moon was introduced in the United States in 1870 with 

the donation of 2000 volumes to the city of New York (Yeadon, 1979). The Moon code is 

based primarily on the use of five forms, each of which is used in four different orientations; 

there is a relationship between the symbol and the corresponding capital Roman letter (see 

Appendix 2) for several of the symbols.  
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Some researchers in Britain (McCall & McLinden, 2001a) have conducted a survey 

of teachers of blind children regarding their use of the Moon code. This alternative to Braille 

is sometimes employed successfully with children who are unable to learn Braille, especially 

those with other disabilities (McCall & McLinden, 2001b). However, there are no 

experimental data with this population to support this practice.  Thurlow (1986) has reported 

that the Moon symbols were found to be easier both to discriminate from each other and to 

learn their names than the symbols from Braille and some other alternative alphabets. One 

proposed use for Moon is to serve as an initial training alphabet for visually impaired persons 

who have difficulty learning Braille. After some experience learning Moon, some 

participants are better able to learn Braille than if taught Braille initially (Millar, 1997).   

A third alphabet, Fishburne, is the symbol system developed by S. B. Fishburne in 

1972 as an alternative to Braille, especially as a code for labeling. In 1972, Fishburne learned 

that, of the then 1,700,000 blind persons in the United States, only about 45,000 had learned 

Braille. That information encouraged him to develop a new alphabet system that would be 

easier to learn and use than Braille. (Shafrath, 1986). The Fishburne system uses four 

different symbols (dots, and vertical, horizontal and diagonal bars) in a repetitive pattern (see 

Appendix 3). 

Most of this research on alphabets for blind persons has been done with Braille. There 

have been few studies in which learning of two or more of these alphabets has been 

compared. Anecdotal evidence suggests that both Moon (e.g., Yeadon, 1979) and Fishburne 

(e.g., Young, 1979) are learned faster than Braille. Newman and Hall (1988) reported faster 

learning of Fishburne than Braille items, when participants studied the items visually and 

were tested visually, and similar results were reported with children (Newman, 1992). Faster 
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learning of the Fishburne alphabet has also occurred when participants (Ps) studied the items 

haptically and were then tested haptically (Newman et al, 1996; Snowden, Newman & 

Temple, 2001).  

The paired-associate procedure has been the primary procedure employed in 

examining the processes involved in learning the names for the symbols of the Braille and 

other alphabets used by blind persons. McGuire's (1961) proposed model of paired-associate 

learning includes three stages: stimulus discrimination, response learning and associative 

learning. Visual (as compared with haptic) study modality as well as presenting the items 

alphabetically (as opposed to randomly) in study trials might facilitate the identification of 

structure as well as stimulus discrimination and/or associative learning.   

The Standard Paired-Associate Learning Paradigm 
 

This section describes the standard paired-associate learning procedure. An outline is 

presented of the usual variables that are present in this type of research when employed to 

explore how participants learn the names for the symbols of the Braille and Fishburne 

alphabets. Following this presentation, previous research is examined. As each study is 

presented, those areas in which the researchers varied the following procedure are discussed 

in detail. 

A standard method for studying paired-associate learning is the presentation of each 

stimulus term and its associated response term. Each study examines the factors that might 

affect this type of learning. There is an alternating cycle of study trials and test trials. 

Ordinarily, a trials criterion is employed where the participants are exposed to a fixed 

number of trials rather than studying until a performance criterion is reached. The standard-
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size Braille cell (2 columns, 3 rows) is 4 x 6 mm. The standard-size Fishburne cell is 12 x 24 

mm.  

Usually, the participants are right-handed sighted undergraduate students in an 

Introduction to Psychology class. Sometimes, only a portion of the alphabet is presented for 

the participants to learn and, at other times, the whole alphabet is to be learned. Symbols are 

typically presented visually or haptically on study- and test trials; a different random order is 

used on each trial. Each symbol is presented one at a time, for a fixed amount of time (e.g., 5 

or 10 s). On visual study trials, participants look at the symbol while a tape recorder presents 

the name of the symbol. On haptic study trials, participants feel the symbol, usually using the 

right (or preferred) index finger, while listening to the name of the symbol. In a similar 

manner on test trials, participants examine the symbol either visually or haptically and then 

say aloud the corresponding letter name of the symbol. On test trials, there is a fixed amount 

of time (e.g., 5 or 10 s) for participants to respond to each symbol. At the end of the 

experiment, there is usually a post-experimental inquiry in which participants are asked 

questions about how they tried to learn the names of the symbol; one typical question asks 

whether they noticed the structure of the alphabet code.  

The effects of several independent variables are studied. The usual dependent 

variables are the number of items correct on each trial and the overall total correct. The data 

are usually submitted to an analysis of variance procedure.  

The Braille Alphabet 

Much of the research on learning Braille has been done at North Carolina State 

University. The focus has been on learning the Braille alphabet, a paired-associate task in 

which the Braille symbols are the stimulus terms and their Roman-alphabet letter names are 
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the response terms. The following summarizes those experiments in which the effects of 

study modality (visual, haptic) and study order (alphabetical, random) have been 

investigated. 

Effects of Study Modality 

Newman et al. (1982) carried out a set of three experiments in which the effects of 

study modality were examined. In Experiment 1, participants paced themselves in learning 

the names for the first 10 symbols (A-J) of the Braille alphabet. The amount of study time 

and test time were recorded. For half of the participants, the symbols were presented visually 

on study trials and, for the rest, they were presented haptically. Half of each group was tested 

in the same modality and the other half in the other modality. Thus, there were four 

conditions (VV, VH, HH, HV). On each trial, a different random order of presentation was 

employed. There were three study-test sequences.  

Analyses were done for number correct, study time and test time. Here are the results: 

for number correct, all three main effects (study modality, test modality, trials) were 

significant but none of the interactions were.  Visual examination of the items during study 

trials and test trials enhanced learning and, of course, performance improved over trials. For 

study time, the effects of study modality, trials and their interaction were significant. 

Participants spent less time studying the items visually than haptically, study time decreased 

over trials and the visual-haptic difference decreased from the first to the third trial. For test 

time, all three main effects were significant, as were the interactions of study x test modality, 

and of study modality x trials. (1) Participants took less time when they studied or were 

tested visually than haptically; (2) the difference between visual and haptic treatments on 

tests was greater for participants who studied the items visually than haptically; (3) time 
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spent on test trials declined during training; and (4) this decrease was more marked for those 

who were tested haptically than for those who were tested visually. Of particular relevance to 

the study reported here is that performance was better under the VH condition than under the 

HH condition. 

Since the use of a self-pacing procedure resulted in a confounding of time and 

accuracy, study time and test time were controlled in Experiment 2, which investigated the 

effects of study time (5 or 10 s) as well as study modality and test time (5 or 10 s).  In all 

other respects, the procedure was the same as in Experiment 1, except that there were five 

rather than three study--test sequences.  

The following significant effects were obtained: study modality, test modality, study 

time and the interaction between study modality and test time. As in Experiment 1, visual 

study led to better performance than haptic study, especially at the longer test time and being 

tested visually was accompanied by better performance than being tested haptically. As 

would be expected, overall performance was better when there was more time to study. Of 

special interest is that those who studied the items visually did better when tested haptically 

than those who studied the items haptically. This difference appeared on the first test and 

continued throughout learning.   

Experiment 3 was done to determine whether the VH-HH difference was replicable 

and whether learning would be affected by the size of the Braille cell. Thus there were three 

independent variables: study modality (visual, haptic), study time (5, 10 s) and study size 

(standard - 4 x 6 mm; large - 6 x 9 mm). On test trials, all participants were tested haptically 

at a 10 s rate with standard Braille symbols.  
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It was expected that use of the large-size of Braille during the study trials might 

facilitate performance for those in the HH condition. Significant effects were obtained for 

study modality, study time and the interaction of study modality and study size. When the 

items were examined visually, performance was better than when examined haptically for 

standard Braille but not for large-size Braille, in accord with the prediction. Also, having 

additional study time was again facilitative. The authors concluded that the results in both 

experiments supported Tulving’s (1979) proposal that retrieval of an item is determined both 

by its discriminability and its encoding specificity (i.e., whether those cues present at 

encoding are present at retrieval).       

Hall and Newman (1987) examined the effects of several variables that, in the 

experiments summarized above had been shown to affect learning the names for Braille 

symbols. All seven variables were manipulated in this experiment to determine their relative 

importance for this learning task. They were study modality (visual, haptic) test modality 

(visual, haptic), study rate (5, 10 s), test rate (5, 10 s), study size (standard, large), test size 

(standard, large), and item set (A-J, K-T). There were three study-test sequences. 

The results for number correct showed that three of the seven variables (study 

modality, item set, test modality) accounted for most of the variance. As in previous 

experiments, studying the items visually, being tested visually and learning the A-J set led to 

better performance than studying the items haptically, being tested haptically and learning 

the K-T set. Furthermore, performance in the VH condition was again better than for those in 

the HH condition. Hall and Newman proposed that the results for both study and test 

modality were in accord with both Tulving’s (1979) position combining stimulus 

discriminability and encoding specificity as well as with Freides’ (1974) modality-adeptness 
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position. Freides proposes that participants translate each item into a code for the modality 

that is most adept for the task to be performed and that the more frequently items are 

presented in the most adept modality (whether on study trials or test trials,) the better the 

performance will be. For learning Braille, according to (personal communication, Freides, 

1981), the visual modality is more adept than the haptic modality, 

In a subsequent experiment (Newman, Stone & Craig, 1988), the independent 

variables were study modality (visual, haptic), test modality (visual, haptic) and study-test 

trial ratio (5:1, 3:3, 1:5). A 5 s rate was used on both study trials and test trials. For all 

conditions, the items appeared in a different order on each of the six trials, and two sets of 

orders were used, one set for half of the participants in each treatment. 

The main dependent variable was the number correct on the sixth trial, which was a 

test for all 12 groups. All three main effects and the interaction of study modality x test 

modality were found to be significant. Studying the items visually, and being tested visually 

were better than doing either haptically, and the 5:1 and 3:3 means were higher than the 1:5 

mean. The VV mean was substantially higher than the other three means and, as in the 

previous experiments, the VH mean exceeded the HH mean. 

Newman, Sawyer, Hall and Hill (1990) examined the effect of the number and type of 

study modalities (visual, haptic or both) on learning the names for the A-J or K-T symbols. In 

addition to the VH and HH study conditions, there were two bimodality conditions, 

successive (VOH) in which participants could study a symbol visually or haptically and 

simultaneous (VAH) in which participants could examine a symbol both visually and 

haptically at the same time.  All participants were tested haptically and were so informed 
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prior to the first study trial. A 10 s rate was used on both study and test trials; and there were 

five study-test sequences. 

The VH mean was higher than the two bi-modality means, which were higher than 

the mean for the HH condition. Newman et al. proposed that these results are interpretable 

using Freides' (1974) modality-adeptness hypothesis. They proposed, also, however, that the 

better performance of the VH as compared with the VOH and VAH conditions suggested that 

the availability of the haptic mode on the study trials may have reduced the effectiveness of 

the visual modality. Finally, as for the effect of item set, the A-J mean was higher than the K-

T mean and this difference increased over training.  

In all but one of the previous learning experiments, each test trial immediately 

followed a study trial. In this next experiment, Newman, Hall and Pullen (1992) used a 

mixed design to examine the effect of both study modality (visual, haptic) varied between- 

participants and test delay (none, 48 hours) varied within- participants. Participants were 

given one visual or haptic study trial to learn the A-J items and were then tested haptically 

both immediately and 48 hours later. A 10 s rate was used on both the study and test trials.   

The results were clear-cut. The VH group did better than the HH group both 

immediately and 48 hours later. Performance declined significantly, and to about the same 

extent, for both study-modality groups. Thus, the advantage of studying the symbols visually 

(as compared with haptically), even when testing is done haptically, occurs early and lasts for 

a fairly long time.   

Effects of Study Order 

In the only such experiment (Newman, Hall, Foster & Gupta, 1984, Experiment 2), 

participants learned the names for the symbols A-J and K-T. (In Experiment 1, it had been 
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determined that the A-J items were more discriminable from one another than were the K-T 

items. The A-J items have fewer dots). Order of presentation (alphabetical, random) during 

study trials was the other independent variable. Thus, for some participants in each item-set 

condition, the items were presented alphabetically on each study trial; for the remaining 

participants the items were presented in a different random order on each study trial. For all 

participants, a different random order was used on each test trial, none of which had been 

employed during the study trials. (Thus the random group received the items in a different 

order on each study trial, but the alphabetical group did not.) Items were presented haptically 

on both study and test trials. There were five study-test sequences. The rate on both study and 

test trials was 10 s. 

The effect of item set was significant; the effect of study order was not. The more 

discriminable A-J items were learned faster than the K-T items. Thus, as in previous research 

with items presented visually (McGuire, 1961) and auditorily (e.g., Plotkin, 1943) learning 

was found to be directly related to item discriminability. 

Summary: Effects of Study Modality and Study Order 

The above research on learning Braille can be summarized as follows: Under a wide 

variety of conditions, performance is better when participants study the items visually and are 

tested haptically than when they study the items haptically and are tested haptically. This 

effect is independent of item complexity (A-J, K-T), study-test ratio (5:1, 3:3, 1:5), study 

time (5, 10 s), test time (5, 10 s), study order (alphabetical, random) and whether the 

experiment is paced by the participant or by the experimenter. Only once (Newman et al., 

1982, Experiment 3), with large Braille on study trials, was the difference between the VH 

and HH means not significant. The overall VH-HH results accord with the discriminability 
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/encoding specificity position of Tulving (1979) as well as with Freides' (1974) modality 

adeptness position. Finally, in the one experiment on the effect of study order (alphabetical, 

random) none was found.       

Comparison of the Braille and Fishburne Alphabets 

The Fishburne system was designed to accommodate blind persons, who cannot learn 

to read Braille, to record short pieces of information (e.g., telephone numbers) and to make 

labels (medicines, canned goods). Rehabilitation teachers believe that Fishburne serves the 

needs of persons who have poor sensitivity in their fingertips (e.g., because of injury, burns, 

stroke, diabetes, arthritis) and older persons who otherwise would not be able to live 

independently. Other anecdotal evidence includes that of a middle-aged man who refused to 

try to learn Braille but learned Fishburne to label his tapes and of a blind woman who, 

initially intimidated about learning Braille, found that success in learning the Fishburne 

system gave her the motivation to learn Braille (Young, 1970). However, such evidence need 

not serve as the sole basis for supporting the claim that the Fishburne system is easier to learn 

than Braille.  

Effects of Study Modality  

 A thesis experiment by Stone (1993) examined the effects of both study modality and 

test modality (visual, haptic) on learning the names for all 26 letters of the Braille and 

Fishburne alphabets. A 5 s rate was used on study trials and on each test trial.  There were 

two study—test trial sequences, and on each test, each symbol was presented and participants 

were to respond orally with its letter name. After the experiment, participants were asked 

how they had learned the names for the symbols.  
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Analysis of variance showed significant effects of alphabet, study modality, test 

modality and for the study and test modality, and alphabet and study modality interactions. 

(Although overall performance was better with the Fishburne than the Braille alphabet, for 

the visual study than the haptic study conditions, and for the visual test than for the haptic 

test conditions, only when participants studied haptically and were tested visually was the 

Fishburne mean significantly higher than the Braille mean). Furthermore, the VH-HH 

difference was significant neither for Braille nor for Fishburne conditions.  

Other Braille-Fishburne Studies 

 Several studies have compared learning of the Braille and Fishburne alphabets in 

which the items have been presented visually on both study trials and test trials (Newman & 

Hall, 1988; Newman et al., 1990; Newman, Bardi & Craig, 1989; Newman, 1992). In almost 

all instances, the Fishburne group did better, independent of the arrangement of items on 

study trials or test trials, or of the amount of study time. 

 Post-experimental inquiry data from most of these experiments have indicated that a 

much higher proportion of those who studied the Fishburne than the Braille alphabet reported 

noticing the structure among the symbols and using that information to learn the symbol 

names. 

 Both Braille and Fishburne alphabets were designed with a definite pattern to 

successive letters.  The Braille symbols K-T follow the pattern of the symbols A–J, with the 

addition of a dot in the lower left corner of the matrix (see Appendix 1).  Of the remaining 

symbols, all but W (absent in the French alphabet) add dots in both lower corners; W is 

composed of the J symbol with the addition of a dot in the lower right corner of the matrix.  

In contrast, the Fishburne symbols (see Appendix 3) are composed of dots and lines (vertical, 
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horizontal, slanted).  The structure follows a six-letter sequence: a single symbol (top, 

bottom, both) followed by a double symbol (top, bottom, both).  Letters Y and Z are 

comprised of double-vertical dots at the top and bottom, respectively. 

  In the study by Stone (1993), participants had two study-test sequences to learn the 

names for all 26 letters. Overall performance was quite low. Thus, Snowden, Newman and 

Temple (2001) had participants learn 13 of the Braille or Fishburne alphabet over four study-

test sequences. Items were presented haptically on both study and test trials at a 5 s rate, and 

participants responded orally. 

Here are the results: performance was better for the Fishburne than for the Braille 

alphabet, and the difference increased over trials. On the last trial, the mean correct for the 

Fishburne condition was 85% and 49% for Braille.  

Post-experimental inquiry data from previous experiments had suggested that the 

faster learning of the Fishburne than of the Braille alphabet may derive, at least in part, from 

earlier recognition of the structure of the Fishburne alphabet. It is possible, however, that it 

may have been due, at least partly, to greater discriminability of the Fishburne than of the 

Braille symbols. 

Thus, Newman, Mendat and Ries (2003) examined the discriminability of the two 

sets of the Fishburne and Braille symbols used in the previous experiment. In their study, 

participants examined each symbol haptically for 5 s; after examining the second symbol of 

each pair, participants indicated whether the two symbols were the same or different. Results 

showed that the Fishburne symbols were easier to discriminate from each other than were the 

Braille symbols. Thus, the authors concluded that stimulus discriminability might be an 
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important factor in accounting for faster learning of the Fishburne than of the Braille 

alphabet.    

 In summary, the Fishburne alphabet has been found to be easier to learn than Braille 

both visually and haptically. This appears to derive both from the greater discriminability of 

the Fishburne than of the Braille symbols and from a more discriminable alphabetical 

structure. 

The Moon Alphabet 

In addition to Braille, several other alphabet systems have been developed for text 

reading (book, magazine) and "total communication" use by visually-impaired persons. Some 

anecdotal evidence suggests that children, who could not learn Braille, did learn the Moon 

system easily. Moon is also reported to be easier to learn to read than Braille for persons with 

impaired touch, such as diabetics and elderly persons. Moon is also easier to learn for those 

adventitiously blind persons familiar with the English alphabet (Yeadon, 1979).  McCall and 

McLinden (2001a) have suggested that the advantages of the Moon code (see Appendix 2) 

over the Braille code are that the Moon symbols are larger, that many of its symbols 

correspond to letters of the Roman alphabet, and that the Moon symbols can be enlarged 

without symbol legibility being affected.  

Thurlow (1986) compared the Braille and Moon codes in discriminability 

(Experiment 5) and in ease of learning (Experiment 11). In the discriminability study, 

participants were first visually familiarized with the Braille or Moon code. Then on each of 

three test trials, the experimenter moved the participant’s index finger horizontally from left 

to right across the symbol, and the participant drew what they had perceived.  Performance 

on the Moon code (9.5 correct) was significantly better than on the Braille code (5.5 correct). 
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Performance on each of these codes was significantly poorer, however, than on their larger-

size versions used in Thurlow's previous experiments, though performance was better with 

Moon than with Braille. 

Ease of visual learning the standard Braille and Moon alphabets was compared in a 

subsequent experiment (Experiment 11). Participants were given 1 minute to study a code 

visually and then were presented the 26 symbols, randomly arranged, and given 4 minutes to 

report aloud what each letter was. For Braille, the mean correct was 5.4 and for Moon it was 

18.6. Similar results were obtained in previous studies where participants were given 1.5 

minutes on the test. 

Douglas, McLinden and McCall (2003) conducted research in England with dotted 

Moon symbols that were produced using raised dots rather than raised lines. This study was 

conducted in cooperation with the Royal National Institute of the Blind.  A questionnaire was 

sent to 100 teachers, advisory teachers and teaching assistants who used lined-Moon 

products. The 25 responding professionals raised questions about the transfer to dotted 

Moon.  Evaluation was conducted with observations in 12 case studies with three groups of 

blind persons in England: high school, college and adult education students.  The 

methodology consisted of interview and video recording.  All participants were able to learn 

dotted Moon but there was no conclusive evidence that the dotted Moon was harder (or 

easier) to learn than lined Moon. 

In summary, previous research suggests that the Moon alphabet may be easier to learn 

than the Braille alphabet and that the Moon symbols are easier than the Braille symbols to 

discriminate from one another. It is of some interest, however, that Thurlow (1986) has 

reported that standard-size Braille symbols were easier to recognize than raised capital letters 
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of the same size. In addition, Loomis (1981) has found Braille symbols to be more legible 

than print letters as well as print letters made up of dots, when examined either haptically or 

visually. 

Rationale for the Experiment 

  McGuire (1961) has proposed that paired-associate learning involves three processes, 

stimulus discrimination, response learning and associative learning. This analysis can be 

applied to learning the names for three alphabets used by blind persons (Braille, Moon, 

Fishburne) and to the effects of study modality and study order on learning these alphabets. It 

can be assumed that any variable that is likely to enhance any one of these processes is 

concomitantly likely to enhance overall paired-associate learning. 

 Studying items visually, as compared to haptically, can be expected to facilitate 

stimulus discrimination of the symbols for each of the three alphabets. In addition, for the 

Fishburne alphabet, it may enhance identification of its structure. For the Moon alphabet, 

stimulus discrimination and the associative process may be facilitated through visual study. 

 Presenting the items alphabetically on study trials can be expected to facilitate 

identification of the Fishburne structure. It is not clear whether alphabetical presentation 

would be facilitative for learning the other two alphabets. 

 Ease of learning each of the three alphabets will also be compared. Results from 

previous research have indicated that the Fishburne symbols are more haptically 

discriminable than Braille symbols and that the Moon symbols are also more haptically 

discriminable than Braille symbols. Thus, the stimulus discrimination process would be 

easier during haptic learning of Fishburne and Moon alphabets, as compared with Braille. It 
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is not clear for which system the facilitation would be greater.  A statement of each of the 

nine hypotheses is found in Appendix 4. 
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Method 

Participants 

One-hundred seventy sighted undergraduate students (106 females, 64 males) from 

Introduction to Psychology classes participated in this experiment and received research 

participation credit. Of these, there were 12 left-handed participants (four with each 

alphabet). A balanced Latin Square was used to assign the first 144 participants to treatments. 

However, when the visual display window was enlarged (see below), the 26 visual study 

condition participants (that had been done with the smaller window) were repeated, and 

replaced the original ones. These were run in the same order as the first such participants.  

Although some said that they had had some casual contact with Braille symbols on 

doors and near elevators, all stated that they had had no previous formal experience with 

Braille, Moon or Fishburne symbols. 

This research was approved by the Institutional Review Board of North Carolina 

State University. A copy of the Institutional Review Board Application is found in Appendix 

9. 

Materials and Equipment 

 The Braille, Fishburne and Moon symbols were presented in the M3 Braille-

presentation device (Hall, 1982) (see Appendix 7). This display box had both visual and 

haptic display windows; when the visual window was not in use, it was covered with a black 

card. The two display windows originally differed in size; the haptic display window (22 mm 

wide; 35 mm deep) was 13 mm (.5”) deeper than the visual window (22 mm wide; 22 mm 

deep). The visual window was subsequently enlarged to match the dimensions of the haptic 

window. 
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Each participant signed an Informed Consent Form (Appendix 10) and was given a 

copy to keep. One tape recorder was employed to present the letter names on the study trials 

and pace the experiment, and another was used to record each participant’s oral responses on 

the test trials. 

Description of the Symbols 
 

For each alphabet, all 26 symbols were presented sequentially, with only one symbol 

available for examination at a time. Each alphabet was embossed by a Tiger Embosser on 

computer paper ordinarily used in written materials for the blind and visually impaired.  The 

Braille and Moon alphabets were made using standard fonts currently in use and available 

through the Royal National Institute for the Blind.  For production of the Fishburne symbols, 

a graduate student in computer science made the font.   

 Previous Braille research has used symbols that were produced either by a Braille-

writer or on tape or by a slate and stylus (i.e., pushing the dots onto tape, by hand).  Current 

technology has advanced to the point where symbols can now be produced using a Braille 

font and an embosser (printer) that makes the dots in the standard matrix.  In this manner and 

using the Braille font, any text can be translated into the Braille symbol system and 

reproduced.  

 The Moon symbols are shapes, which can be embossed with small dots. Since a 

number of the symbols look like the letters of the Roman alphabet, the Moon alphabet might 

be expected to be easier to learn than Braille.  The Moon font, which was used in this study, 

is available through the RNIB (Royal National Institute for the Blind) website in England.  

Recent research in England used symbols made in a 5 x 5 matrix of closely aligned dots that 

are then reproduced with a Duxbury Braille translation software and, finally, embossed; that 
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research did not use a font.  Previous research by Thurlow (1986) used wires and small 

crystals to produce Moon symbols. 

 In some previous research, Fishburne symbols have been purchased from Fishburne 

Enterprises.  The symbols were dots and lines that were embossed on self-adhesive tape (.5” 

wide, 1” long); they were available as single letters that could be combined by the user. This 

alphabet system has been used primarily for labeling rather than for text and reading 

materials.  In other research, participants visually studied the symbols on a piece of paper or 

thermoform, which ordinarily included a line thru the center of the symbol to help 

participants learn the placement of each line or dot. For purposes of this experiment, a font 

was made using the High-Logic Font Creation software (http://www.high-

logic.com/fcp.html). 

Design 

 This experiment used a 2 x 2 x 3 x 4 mixed design. The between- participants 

independent variables were study modality (visual, haptic), study order (alphabetical or 

random), and alphabet (Braille, Fishburne, Moon).  Three different random study orders were 

used; for each condition, the same random order was used on all four study trials. Trials (1st, 

2nd, 3rd  and 4th) was a within- participants variable. Two different sets of random test orders 

were employed to enhance the generalizability of this research.  The random orders for both 

study trials and test trials are listed in Appendix 6. 

 All participants participated in a paired-associate learning task in which the visual or 

haptic modality was employed on study trials. The symbols were presented at a 5 s rate in 

either alphabetical order or in one of three random orders. All groups were tested haptically 

at a 5 s rate in one of the two random test orders. The main dependent variable for all 
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conditions was the number of correct responses on each of the four test trials. The complete 

experimental design appears in Appendix 5. 

Procedure 

 Informed consent (see Appendix 10) was obtained from each participant who also 

completed an index card with his/her name, date of birth, and Introductory Psychology 

professor’s name.  Then, the experimenter read the procedural instructions (see Appendix 8) 

aloud at the beginning of the experiment. In these instructions, each participant was told the 

modality that would be used on the study trials (visual or haptic) and that all test trials would 

use the haptic modality. 

Each participant received four study trials, each followed by a test trial. On the study 

trials, participants heard the name of the letter while they haptically or visually examined 

each symbol for 5 s. On the test trials, all participants examined each symbol with the index 

finger of their preferred hand, and orally responded with its name. On the random study 

trials, items were presented in the same random order on each trial. On all test trials, items 

were presented in a different random order on each trial and in different orders than on the 

study trials; there were two sets of random-order test trials. There was a 15 s interval between 

trials.  

After the experiment, all participants were asked a set of questions (see Appendix 8) 

about how they had tried to learn the names for the symbols. In particular, they were asked if 

they had noticed a structure (among the items in an alphabet) and if they had used this 

information in learning the names for the symbols. 
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Results 

 In this section, the first analysis will examine whether there was a significant 

difference in performance between those in the first 26 visual study conditions and their later 

replicates. An analysis of variance (ANOVA) examining the effects of each of the main 

between-participants independent variables (alphabet, study modality, study order), the two 

control variables (i.e., random study orders, test order), gender, hand and the within- 

participants variable, trials, will next be presented. This will be followed by an ANOVA that 

includes the main between-participants independent variables and trials and then by separate 

analyses (t tests) for each of the nine hypotheses.  Further comparisons between performance 

on the Fishburne and Moon alphabets will also be examined. For all of the ANOVAs and t 

tests, the number correct on each of the four test trials will be the dependent variables. An 

alpha level of .05 will be used in all of the analyses. 

Repeated Visual Conditions 

 First of all, the performance of the participants in the 26 visual conditions that were 

repeated with the new visual display window was compared (t test) with that of the original 

26 Ps in those visual conditions; no significant mean difference was found, t(50) = .63, p = 

.53, between the first group (M = 27.9) and the repeated group (M = 31.1). Therefore, the 

further analyses included all the haptic-study condition participants but only those visual-

study condition participants who used the new visual display-window.  

ANOVAs 

A 3 x 2 x 4 x 2 x 2 x 4 mixed ANOVA (Table 1) was performed that included the 

independent variables alphabet (Braille, Moon, Fishburne), study modality (visual, haptic), 

study order (random 1, random 2, random 3, alphabetical), gender (female, male), preferred 
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hand (right, left), the within-Ps variable, trials (1,2,3,4) and their interactions. The dependent 

variable was the number correct on each test trial.  The only significant effects were alphabet, 

F(2,89) = 66.4, p < .0001, trials, F(3,267) = 40.04, p < .0001, and Alphabet x Trials,  

F(6,167) = 8.94, p < .0001.  Since neither the effects of gender, hand, study order, test order 

nor any of their interactions were significant, these variables were collapsed for use in further 

analyses.  Also, since there was neither a main effect nor an interaction with the random 

study orders, they were also collapsed in further analyses. 

A 3 x 2 x 2 x 4 mixed ANOVA (Table 2) was performed to examine the effects of the 

main independent variables: alphabet, study modality, study order, trials and their 

interactions.  Again, the dependent variable was the number correct.  The only significant 

effects were alphabet, F(2,126) = 77.89, p < .0001, study modality, F(1,126) = 5.18, p = 

.0246,  trials, F(3,378) = 114.81, p < .0001, and Alphabet x Trials, F(6,378) = 10.15, p < 

.0001.  The means for number correct for each treatment are found in Table 3. 

The main effect for alphabet was also examined using a Tukey a procedure to 

determine where there were significant differences among the alphabets. The result for total 

number correct showed that mean performance on the Moon alphabet (M = 44.1) was better 

than on the Braille alphabet (M = 21.7), which was better than on the Fishburne alphabet (M 

= 15.3). When the data for each test trial were examined separately, the differences on the 

second and third test trials were the same as overall; however, there was no significant 

difference between performance on the Braille and Fishburne alphabets on the first and 

fourth test trials. The means for number correct for each alphabet on each trial are found in 

Table 5 and the means for number correct for each alphabet with each modality are found in 

Table 6. 
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The main effect for study modality was also examined using a Tukey a procedure to 

determine the significant difference between the study modalities, both overall and for each 

test trial.  The result for total number correct showed that mean performance with the visual 

(M = 29.1) was better than with the haptic (M =  25.0) study modality. When the data for 

each test trial were examined separately, the differences on the second, third and fourth test 

trials were the same as overall; however, there was no significant difference in performance 

based on study modality on the first test trial. The means for number correct for each 

treatment on each trial are found in Table 4. 

Thus, the Moon alphabet was easier to learn than Braille and Fishburne, and Braille 

was easier to learn than Fishburne. Also, learning the names for the symbols was easier when 

the items were studied visually rather than haptically, even though all participants were tested 

haptically. Finally, as would be expected, participants’ performance for all groups improved 

over the four trials, with different rates of change on the three alphabets (see Table 5). 

Hypotheses 

 Next, the nine specific hypotheses were tested using t tests.  Hypotheses I, II and III 

dealt with the effects of modality on learning each of the three alphabets: Braille, Fishburne 

and Moon, respectively. In each case, it was proposed that performance would be better for 

those who studied visually, as compared with haptically. This was confirmed, however, only 

with the Moon alphabet, t(46) = 2.24, p = .0301. Those who studied the Moon alphabet 

visually learned faster (M = 48.3) than those who studied it haptically (M = 39.8). However, 

visual study did not facilitate performance on the Braille, t(46) = 1.62, p = .11, and 

Fishburne, t(46) = .3, p = .77, alphabets. The mean number correct for each alphabet, with 
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each modality is found in Table 6. Thus, only with the Moon alphabet did learning occur 

faster under visual than haptic study conditions.  

 Hypotheses IV and V dealt with the effects of alphabetical study order on the learning 

of the Fishburne alphabet in both visual and haptic study modalities.  It was proposed that 

performance would be better for those who studied the symbols arranged in alphabetical, 

rather than in random, order with both visual and haptic study modalities.   

Neither hypothesis was confirmed; alphabetical study order did not facilitate performance on 

the Fishburne alphabet with either visual, t(22) = .18, p = .86, or haptic, t(22) = .93, p = .36, 

study modalities.  Thus, for the Fishburne alphabet, learning was not affected by the order in 

which items were presented, either visually or haptically, on study trials.  

Hypotheses VI and VII compared learning of the Braille and Fishburne alphabets, 

using each study modality. It was proposed that performance for those who studied the 

Fishburne items would be better than for those who studied the Braille items, whether study 

was done visually or haptically.  Neither hypothesis was supported, though the difference for 

visual study was significant, t(22) = 3.26, p = .002, and that for haptic study was not, t(46) = 

1.57, p = .12. Contrary to expectation, with visual study, the Braille mean (M = 24.1) was 

higher than the Fishburne mean (M = 14.9). 

Hypotheses VIII and IX compared learning of the Braille and Moon alphabets, using 

each study modality. It was proposed that performance would be better for those who studied 

the Moon than for those who studied the Braille alphabet, under both visual and haptic 

modalities.  Results confirmed that the Moon alphabet was easier to learn than the Braille 

alphabet for both visual, t(46) = 6.5,  p < .0001, and haptic, t(46) = 6.83, p < .0001, study 

modality conditions.  
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No hypotheses involving the comparison between the Fishburne and Moon alphabets 

had been initially proposed. Nevertheless, learning these two alphabets was compared for 

each modality. In each instance, performance by those who learned the Moon alphabet was 

better than the performance by those who studied the Fishburne alphabet, for both the visual, 

t(46) = 10.78, p < .0001, and haptic, t(46) = 7.78, p < .0001, study modality conditions. 

Structure 

 Responses to the final debriefing questions confirmed that all participants had no 

previous experience with Braille, Moon or Fishburne symbols. They all indicated that they 

had no preferred index-finger conditions that might have interfered with the haptic 

examination of the Braille symbols. The participants reported also that they were able to hear 

the symbol names and, in the visual study conditions, see the symbols.   

 All participants were asked whether they had noticed a structure among the items or a 

relationship between the symbols. Of those who had studied the Braille alphabet, 15% (7) 

reported that they had noticed that there more dots for the symbols that were later in the 

alphabet; none mentioned that they had noticed that there was a relationship between the first 

10 symbols and the second set of 10 symbols. Of those who had studied the Fishburne 

alphabet, 63% (30) stated that they had noticed that symbols were repeated in a pattern (top, 

bottom, middle), 27% (13) mentioned symbol shape (line, dot, etc.) and 29% (14) mentioned 

noticing the number of dots.  Of those who had studied the Moon alphabet, 27% (13) stated 

that they had noticed that some symbols were rotated in different directions. Thus, it appears 

that Ps noticed some aspects of the alphabet structure and that the number of dots attracted 

the attention of some Fishburne participants.  
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Many participants reported that they had tried to find a relationship between the shape 

formed by the pattern of dots and the shape of the corresponding letter of the alphabet.  Of 

those participants who had studied the Moon alphabet, 63% (30) reported trying to associate 

the symbol with the shape of the Roman letter; twenty of these stated that they also had 

recognized the Moon structure of rotated symbols.  In addition, 27% (13) of those who had 

studied the Braille alphabet and 15% (7) of those who had studied the Fishburne alphabet 

reported that they had tried to find a relationship between a symbol and its Roman letter.  

Thus, some participants who studied each alphabet tried to find a relationship between the 

symbol shape and the corresponding letter shape, whether or not it was present in that 

alphabet. 

Summary 

 The main purpose of this experiment was to examine the rate of learning three 

alphabets used by blind persons and the effects of study modality (visual, haptic) and study 

order (random, alphabetical) on such learning. The major findings were: (1) learning was 

faster for the Moon alphabet than for the other two alphabets, (2) learning was faster for the 

Braille alphabet than for the Fishburne alphabet, (3) the visual, as compared with the haptic, 

study modality facilitated learning, and (4) the order of items used during the study trials had 

no effect.   

 Several hypotheses about the effects of these variables were tested.  As predicted, the 

Moon alphabet was easier to learn than the Braille alphabet, under both visual and haptic 

study modality conditions.  In addition, the Moon alphabet was easier to learn than the 

Fishburne alphabet, under both visual and haptic study modality conditions.  
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However, the results were not always in accord with the overall findings.  

Specifically, the visual study modality facilitated learning only with the Moon alphabet. This 

would indicate an interaction between study modality and alphabet; however, the analysis of 

variance indicated only a main effect for study modality.   

Some other results differed from those proposed in the hypotheses. A significant 

difference between the Braille and Fishburne alphabets was found only in the visual study 

modality.  However, the difference was in the opposite direction than that hypothezized; in 

that, the Braille alphabet was easier to learn than the Fishburne alphabet, though significantly 

so only when items were studied visually. Also contrary to expectation, alphabetical study 

order did not facilitate learning of the Fishburne alphabet under either the visual or haptic 

study modality conditions.   
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Discussion 

This section is divided into several parts. First, the purpose of the experiment is 

briefly summarized.  Second, ease of learning each of the alphabets is discussed. Third, the 

effects of study modality and study order are considered. Fourth, suggestions for further 

research are proposed.  Finally, implications of these findings for the learning of Braille will 

be considered.  

 As reviewed in the introduction, previous research has demonstrated that Braille 

symbols have been more difficult to discriminate from one another than both Fishburne and 

Moon symbols.  In addition, learning the letter names for Moon and Fishburne symbols has 

been easier than for Braille symbols.  Furthermore, the use of the visual study modality, as 

compared with the haptic study modality, has facilitated learning of both Braille and 

Fishburne alphabets. The alphabetical study order has also led to faster learning, especially 

with the Fishburne alphabet. However, previously, learning of the names for the symbols of 

these three alphabets has not been compared. This was done in the present experiment and 

the effects of both study modality and study order on learning the names for all 26 symbols 

of each of the three alphabets, across four test trials, was examined. 

Alphabet 

 For the present study, it was proposed that each of the three alphabets would be 

produced using the same technology and the same paper. There was a font for each alphabet 

and all symbols were embossed (i.e., made raised dots) by the same machine on the same 

type of paper. 
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Moon 

As hypothesized, this study demonstrated that the Braille alphabet was not as easy to 

learn as the Moon alphabet. (These results are consistent with those of previous experimental 

and survey research.) In this study, learning of the Moon alphabet was easier than learning of 

both the Braille and Fishburne alphabets, under both visual and haptic study conditions. This 

may have been due to facilitation of two of the three processes proposed by McGuire, 

stimulus discrimination and associative learning. Since all of the participants were sighted 

and already familiar with the letters of the Roman alphabet, response learning (the third of 

the processes) would probably not have been involved.  

As mentioned previously, stimulus discrimination refers to the process that enables 

distinguishing each symbol from every other symbol on a list. Since the Moon code is based 

primarily on use of five forms, each occurring in different rotations, and many participants 

reported noticing this structural characteristic, so doing may have contributed to facilitation 

of the stimulus discrimination process. (An example of this is that the right-angle corner 

represented the letters, l, e, m and y, in its successive rotations.)  

Associative learning refers to the process of establishing a link between the symbol 

and its corresponding letter of the alphabet. For a number of the letters of the Moon alphabet, 

that link is already established, based on the similarity between the symbol and the shape of 

the already-known Roman letter. Some participants stated that they had recognized such a 

relationship for several of the letters. Thus, associative learning may have been facilitated 

with the Moon alphabet, as compared with Braille and Fishburne, since it is the only alphabet 

in which such a relationship exists.  
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Fishburne 

 A surprising result is that the Fishburne alphabet was not easier to learn than the 

Braille alphabet. In fact, the Fishburne was harder to learn than the Braille alphabet, though  

significantly so only when the items were studied visually.  

How do we account for this different result from those of previous studies? One 

possibility is that it could have derived, at least in part, from between-experiment differences 

in the Fishburne stimuli and in their manner of presentation. 

Previously, in several experiments in which the items were studied visually, they 

were presented simultaneously and participants were given a fixed amount of time (e.g., 4 

minutes) to study them. In each of these studies also, each Fishburne symbol was presented 

in a small rectangle, with a line drawn through the middle of the rectangle. Thus, these 

characteristics may have provided participants with cues for spatial location of the dots and 

lines comprising the Fishburne symbols.  

There have been two experiments, however, in which haptic examination was 

employed and, in these, symbols were presented sequentially as in the present experiment. In 

both experiments, the Fishburne symbols were presented on tape rectangles; therefore, the 

spatial orientation cues were still available. However, our Fishburne items were presented 

sequentially but, without the border, spatial orientation cues were much less salient than in 

the prior haptic experiment.  

One other difference between the Fishburne symbols in this experiment and those in 

previous experiments is that they were all comprised of several dots (rather than lines and 

dots). It is not clear, however, whether this difference may have affected the perception of the 
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Fishburne symbols and subsequent discrimination among the stimuli and, if so, whether this 

interfered or was facilitative. 

Braille 

 As indicated above, the performance of the participants who studied the Braille 

alphabet was better than for those who studied the Fishburne alphabet. Since the Braille 

stimuli used in this experiment were similar to those used in previous studies, the 

comparative advantage of the Braille alphabet may have been due to the poor quality of the 

Fishburne symbols, as suggested above. If so, the stimulus discrimination process may have 

been easier with the Braille than with the Fishburne symbols. 

Study modality   

The use of the visual study modality facilitated learning only with the Moon alphabet. 

Since an advantage of the Moon symbols in the associative process may have derived from 

the correspondence between a symbol and its Roman letter, it may be that the shape of a 

symbol was more salient with visual, than with haptic, inspection. Also, visual study may 

have facilitated recognition of the rotated use of some symbols; this pattern recognition of the 

alphabet’s structure could have facilitated the stimulus discrimination process. Thus, visual 

study of the Moon symbols may have facilitated both stimulus discrimination and associative 

learning.  

Since performance was better when the items were studied visually, as compared with 

haptically, for only one of the alphabets, it is surprising that there was no statistical 

interaction between alphabet and study modality. A proposed explanation was that the 

significant difference with the Moon alphabet was “drowned out” (Crotty, personal 

communication, 2005) by the lack of differences with the Fishburne and Moon alphabets. 
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Thus, the Moon difference did not provide enough support for a significant interaction 

between alphabet and study modality to occur.  

Study order  

Although there was no significant effect attributable to alphabetical study order, the 

means for five of the six conditions (all but Moon--visual) show some difference in the 

direction of favoring alphabetical, as compared with random, presentation of these symbols 

during the study trials. It had been proposed that alphabetical presentation would facilitate 

learning of the Fishburne symbols, since it was expected that this would enhance 

identification of the structure of that alphabet. But that did not occur. 

Suggestions for Future Research 

The results of this experiment, plus those of prior research, suggest several problems 

for future investigation. Three particular domains are (1) stimulus characteristics, (2) aspects 

of structure and (3) participant characteristics. 

Stimulus Characteristics 

 In previous experiments, the Fishburne symbols were presented with a line through 

the middle and/or a border. Both were probably helpful to the participants in characterizing 

the symbols. In the present experiment, however, neither of these characteristics was 

available. Since in previous experiments, the Fishburne alphabet was learned faster than 

Braille but, in this one, Braille was learned faster, it is possible that these between-

experiments differences in the Fishburne stimuli contributed to the difference in outcome. 

Thus, learning the Fishburne alphabet, with or without borders, or with or without a center 

line, could help answer these questions. Similar comparisons for borders with the other two 

alphabets might also be of interest. 
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One other difference for the Fishburne alphabet is that all of the stimuli in the present 

experiment were comprised of dots but, in previous research, some stimuli were individual 

dots and others were solid lines. It is not clear what effect, if any, this difference might have 

had. Future research could provide an answer. Analogously, the Moon stimuli in this 

experiment were also comprised of dots but the outcome here was similar to that in one of 

Thurlow's experiments in which lines had been used. It still might be the case, however, that 

although performance was better with Moon than Braille in both experiments, the facilitation 

might be greater with one of the representations (i.e., dotted, lined).  

Aspects of Structure 

Some participants reported noticing various aspects of an alphabet’s structure. For 

Braille, it was that later symbols had more dots than earlier symbols. For Fishburne, it was 

the location of the symbol elements. For the Moon alphabet, it was the elements that 

comprised the symbol and their orientation. In previous research, especially with the 

Fishburne alphabet, a fairly large percentage of participants reported noticing the structure of 

that alphabet and overall performance was quite good, as compared to the level of 

performance in the present experiment. Thus, it seems reasonable to suggest that examination 

of factors that might affect the identification and use of structure would be of some interest. 

Here are three possibilities. 

Study Time 

 In the present experiment, for both Fishburne and Braille alphabets, performance was 

quite low on the last test trial, 21% and 27% respectively. Also, this was accompanied by 

relatively low identification of the structural elements of these alphabets. It may be that 

providing participants with longer study times (e.g., 10 s per item) would enhance structural 
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identification and, concomitantly, learning would be enhanced, particularly for the Fishburne 

alphabet.  

Simultaneous vs. Successive Presentation 

 In some previous studies comparing Braille and Fishburne, the entire alphabet was 

presented visually for a fixed period of time. Doing so (as compared with successive 

presentation) would be expected to permit earlier identification of structure for both 

alphabets, especially for Fishburne. Whether similar effects would occur for simultaneous 

presentation of alphabets for haptic examination seems less certain. Research comparing 

simultaneous vs. successive presentation of stimuli (visually or haptically studied) would 

seem warranted. Post-experimentally, of course, Ps would be asked about their perception of 

structure. 

Providing Information about Structure 

 It would be of some interest to provide participants information about aspects of 

structure of the particular alphabet that they were about to learn. Whether having such 

information would be accompanied by its use and, concomitantly, by faster learning is likely 

to differ for the three alphabets. In the one experiment on this topic, of which we are aware 

(Newman et al., 1987), those who were given information about the structure of the Braille 

alphabet performed better (than those not given that information) on a test in which the 

symbol was presented and the participant responded with its name. However, informed 

participants did not do better (than those provided no information) when they were given the 

letter name and asked to produce the Braille symbol. It is not clear whether facilitation of 

performance on the letter-symbol test derived from facilitation of stimulus discrimination, 

associative learning process or both. 
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Participant Characteristics 

 In the present experiment, and in almost all of the prior laboratory research in this 

domain, participants have been sighted adults who are familiar with the Roman alphabet. 

This is of particular consequence for learning the Moon alphabet because of a 

correspondence between some of the Moon symbols and the shape of the corresponding 

Roman alphabet letters. Future research comparing performance of those with varying 

amounts of experience with the Roman alphabet would be of interest. Whether such research 

would be valuable for the other two alphabets is uncertain. 

Concluding Statement 

 Two results are of special interest: (1) faster learning of the Moon than of the Braille 

alphabet, and (2) faster learning under the visual-haptic than under the haptic-haptic 

condition. Although Moon was learned faster than Braille, learning Moon for future use 

would appear to be of little advantage since, at the present time, there is not very much to 

read in Moon. Almost everything that there is to read is in Braille. However, there have been 

some recent developments in embossing technology (e.g., the Tiger Embosser) that could 

facilitate production of the Moon alphabet but whether or not that will result in a substantial 

increase in the amount of reading material is uncertain. Another possible value in learning 

the Moon alphabet is as an aid in learning Braille. There is some anecdotal evidence that this 

does occur. One suggestion is that those who have learned Moon (to what extent we do not 

know) do better in subsequently learning Braille, in some cases having failed to do 

previously. Factors affecting the motivational and cognitive (e.g., transfer) aspects of 

learning Moon are both topics for future investigation. 
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 Previous research has shown repeatedly that, in learning Braille, participants do better 

when they study visually (as compared to haptically) even when tested haptically. Similar 

results were obtained in the present experiment for the Moon alphabet and for the Braille 

alphabet, although the latter difference was not statistically significant. Newman et al. (1982) 

have proposed that this better performance has two possible implications: (1) students should 

be encouraged to use any residual vision they have during learning and (2) those who have 

some advance notice that they will lose their vision will profit from learning Braille, or some 

other alphabet while they still have some vision rather than waiting until they have lost their 

vision to begin learning an alphabet. It remains for practitioners to assess the value of these 

proposals for practical application. 
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Table 1 3 x 2 x 4 x 2 x 2 x 2 x 4  ANOVA for Number Correct as a Function of 

Alphabet, Study Modality, Study Order, Test Order, Hand, Gender and Trials 

_____________________________________________________________________ 

Source    df SS  MS  F             

Between-Participants Effects 

Alphabet    2 3077.58 1538.79   47.73   ** 

Study Order     3    27.93      9.31    .29  

Alph x StudOrd  6   144.36    24.06   .75 

Study Modality   1      7.46      7.46    .23    

 Alph x StudMod  2    48.82    24.42    .76 

 StudOrd x StudMod  3   21.23      7.08     .22 

Alph x StOrd x StMod  5  147.78   29.56     .92 

Test Order    1    44.22    44.22  1.37  

Alph x TestOrd   2    93.09    46.54  1.44 

StudOrd x TestOrd   3    10.25      3.42   .11 

Alph x StdOrd x TtOrd  4    97.52   24.38    .76 

StudMod x TestOrd   1      1.92    1.92     .06 

Alph x StdMod x TtOrd  2     6.46       3.23    .10 

StudOrd x StdMod x TtOrd  2     3.83    1.92    .06 

Hand      1    20.91  20.91     .65   

Alph x Hand    1     3.84    3.84    .12 

StudMod x Hand   1   117.55 117.55   3.65 

Gender      1    56.82    56.82  1.76   
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Alph x Gend    2   50.96    25.48    .79 

StudOrd x Gend   3   40.14    13.38    .42 

Alph x StudOrd x Gend  2   17.90    8.95    .28 

StudMod x Gend   1   18.13   18.13    .56 

Alph x StudMod x Gend  2  5.10    7.55    .23 

StudOrd x StudMod x Gend  1    .00     .00    .00 

TestOrd x Gend   1  21.56    21.56    .67 

Alph x TestOrd x Gend  2   47.04    23.52    .73 

StudMod x TtOrd x Gend  1    8.93    8.93    .28 

Alph x StMod x TtOrd x Gnd  1  16.13   16.13    .50 

 Error   64       2063.23         32.24 

  

 

Within-Participants Effects 

Trials       3   520.66 173.55   42.54 **  

Tr x Alphabet      6   208.47   34.75     8.52 ** 

 Tr x StudOrd x S     9    34.67     3.85     .94 

 Tr x Alph x StudOrd   18    53.49     2.97     .73 

 Tr x StudMod     3     7.16     2.39     .59 

 Tr x Alph x StudMod    6   13.87     2.31     .57 

 Tr x StudOrd x StudMod   9   28.51     3.17     .78 

 Tr x Alph x StOrd x StMod 15   70.24    4.68   1.15 
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 Tr x TestOrd    3     .41      .14    .03 

 Tr x Alph x TestOrd  6 23.56    3.93    .96 

 Tr x StudOrd x TestOrd 9  29.86    3.32    .81 

 Tr x Alph x StOrd x TtOrd 12  52.87   4.41   1.08 

 Tr x StudMod x TestOrd  3  25.09  8.36   2.05 

 Tr x Alph x StMod x TtOrd 6  14.70   2.45    .60 

 Tr x StOrd x StMod x TtOrd 6  25.87   4.31   1.06 

 Tr x Hand   3   4.58   1.53    .37 

 Tr x Alph x Hand  3   3.39   1.13   .28 

 Tr x StudMod x Hand  3  21.67   7.23  1.77 

 Tr x Gend   3  16.12   5.38  1.32 

 Tr x Alph x Gend  6   21.81  3.64    .89 

 Tr x StudOrd x Gend  9  25.52  2.84   .70 

 Tr x Alph x StOrd x Gend 6 13.63  2.27    .56 

 Tr x StudMod x Gend  3 21.71  7.24   1.77 

 Tr x Alph x StMod x Gend 6  15.24  2.54    .62 

 Tr x StOrd x StMod x Gend 3  1.45    .49    .12 

 Tr x TestOrd x Gend  3  17.04   5.68   1.39 

 Tr x Alph x TestOrd x Gend 6  16.02   2.67    .69 

 Tr x StMod x TtOrd x Gend 3   6.01   2.01    .49   

 Tr x Al x SMod x TOrd x Gnd  3  12.01   4.00    .98  
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Error   192  783.35    4.08 

__________________________________________________________________ 

 **  significant at the .01 level 

NOTE:  Interactions with df = 0 are not included.
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Table 2 3 x 2 x 2 x 4   ANOVA for Number Correct as a Function of Alphabet, 

Study Modality, Study Order and Trials 

__________________________________________________________________ 

Source    df SS  MS  F   

Between-Participants Effects 

Alphabet    2 5350.15 2675.08 96.10 **  
   
Study Modality   1   164.69   164.69   5.92   **  
  
Study Order     1     70.84     70.84   2.54   
 
Alphabet x Study Order 2     79.00     39.50   1.42   
 
Alphabet x Study Modality 2   131.67     65.84   2.37   
 
Study Order x Study Modal.   1       1.36      1.36     .05   
 
 Error   134 3730.11     27.84 

  
  
 

Within-Participants Effects 

Time     3 1678.47  559.49 136.61 **  
   
Time x Alphabet   6   248.25    41.38  10.10 ** 
 
Time x Study Order  3       6.02    2.01       .49   
 
Time x Alpha x Study Ord 6      47.94    7.85    1.92  
 
Time x Study Modality 3      12.67    4.22    1.03  
 
Time x Alph x Study Mod 6       7.76    1.29     .32   
 
Time x Stud Ord x Stud Mod  3      18.39    6.13    1.50 

 
 Error   402    1646.35           4.10   

________________________________________________________________________  
 
**   significant at the .01 level 
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Table 3 Mean Total Correct for Each Treatment 
 
________________________________________________________________________ 

         Study Modality  
    
Alphabet       Visual        Haptic            
 
   Alphabetical Random   Alphabetical Random   
 
Braille   28.9  19.3  21.3  17.3  
      
     
Moon   46.8  49.8  41.4  38.3    
       
 
Fishburne  15.2  14.7  17.3  13.9   
     
________________________________________________________________________  
 
 
Note:  There were 12 Ps in each condition.
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Table 4 Mean Number Correct for Each Treatment on Each Trial 

________________________________________________________________________ 

         Alphabet  
    
Study Modality        Braille        Moon           Fishburne                                
 
   Alpha Random Alpha Random Alpha Random 
     
Visual 
 
    Test Tr 1  4.3 3.3   8.8  7.1   2.7  1.7 
    Test Tr 2   6.6 4.9  10.4 11.6   3.2  3.1 
    Test Tr 3  8.6 5.0  13.3 13.9   4.1  4.5 
    Test Tr 4  9.4 6.1  14.3 16.9   5.3  5.6 
 
Haptic 
 
    Test Tr 1  3.3 2.8   6.3  6.5   2.9  2.3 
    Test Tr 2   5.2 3.5   9.3  8.6   3.5  2.8 
    Test Tr 3  6.2 5.4  11.8 10.3   4.8  4.1 
    Test Tr 4  6.8 5.7  12.6 12.8   6.0  4.9 
 
________________________________________________________________________  
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Table 5 Mean Number Correct for Each Alphabet on Each Trial 

_______________________________________________________________________ 

         Alphabet  
    
Trials          Braille  Moon    Fishburne                                  
 
     
Test Tr 1  3.4   7.2   2.4   
 
Test Tr 2   5.0  10.1   3.1   
 
Test Tr 3  6.3  12.4   4.4   
 
Test Tr 4  7.0  14.2   5.4   
_______________________________________________________________________  
 
Note:  There were 48 Ps in each alphabet condition.  
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Table 6 Mean Total Correct for Each Alphabet with Each Modality 

_______________________________________________________________________ 

         Alphabet  
    
Study Modality  Braille  Moon    Fishburne                                  
 
     
Visual      24.1     48.3      14.9   
 
Haptic       19.3     39.8      15.6   
   
________________________________________________________________________  
 
Note:  There were 48 Ps in each alphabet condition.  
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 Appendix 1 The Braille Alphabet 
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Appendix 2 The Moon Alphabet 
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Appendix 3 The Fishburne Alphabet 
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Appendix 4  Hypotheses 
 
 
 Hypothesis Ind Var Test    

(means) 

 
Process(es)a Datab Confirm 

       ? 
1 Learning the Braille alphabet will 

be facilitated when items are 
studied visually, as compared to 
haptically. 

 
 
Modal 

Brail:  VH 
            HH 

 
Stimulus 
Discrimination 

 
 
 X 

 
  
     No 

2 Learning the Fishburne alphabet 
will be facilitated when items are 
studied visually, as compared to 
haptically. 

 
 
Modal 

Fish:   VH 
           HH 

Stimulus 
Discrimination 
 
Structure 

  
 
     No 

3 Learning the Moon alphabet will 
be facilitated when items are 
studied visually, as compared to 
haptically. 
 

 
 
Modal 

Moon:  VH 
            HH   

 Stimulus 
Discrimination 
 
Associative 
Learning 

  
 
    Yes 

4 Learning the Fishburne alphabet 
will be facilitated when items 
studied visually are presented 
alphabetically (rather than 
randomly) on study trials. 

 
 
Order 

Fish: VH:    
      Alph  
      Rand 

 
Structure 

  
 
     No 

5 Learning the Fishburne alphabet 
will be facilitated when items 
studied haptically are presented 
alphabetically (rather than 
randomly) on study trials. 

 
 
Order 

Fish: HH:  
     Alph 
     Rand 

 
Structure 

  
 
     No 

6 Learning Fishburne will be easier 
than Braille when items are 
presented visually. 

 
Alpha 

VH:   Brail 
          Fish 

Structure  
 
 (Stimulus 
Discrimination) 

 
 
X 

 
     No 

7 Learning Fishburne will be easier 
than Braille when items are 
presented hapticallly. 

 
Alpha 

HH:   Brail 
          Fish 

 
Stimulus 
Discrimination 

 
 X 

 
     No  

8 Learning Moon will be easier 
than Braille when items are 
presented visually. 
 

 
Alpha 

VH:   Brail 
          
Moon 

Associative 
Learning 
 
 (Stimulus 
Discrimination) 

  
    Yes 

9 Learning Moon will be easier 
than Braille when items are 
presented haptic. 
 
 

 
Alpha 
 

HH:   Brail 
          
Moon 

Stimulus 
Discrimination 
 
 (Associative 
Learning) 

 
 
 X 

 
    Yes 

 
a McGuire (1961) model processes & identification of structure 

b hypotheses drawn from previous research 
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Appendix 5 Experimental Design 

________________________________________________________________________ 

        Study Modality  
    
Alphabet         Visual        Haptic      
      Study Order      Study Order 
 
Braille   Alphabetical   Alphabetical   

Random (Orders1,2,3)  Random (Orders1,2,3)  
      
     
Fishburne   Alphabetical   Alphabetical   

Random (Orders1,2,3)  Random (Orders1,2,3)  
       
 
Moon   Alphabetical   Alphabetical   

Random (Orders1,2,3)  Random (Orders1,2,3)  
    
________________________________________________________________________ 

NOTE:  There were 2 random Test Orders. 
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Appendix 6 Random Orders of Presentation 
 
 
 
Study Orders 
 
 1 B C A D Z E Y F X G W H V I U J T K S L R M Q N P O  
 
 2 M N L O K P J Q I R H S G T F U E V D W C X B Y A Z 
 
 3 Y Z X A W B V C U D T E S F R G Q H P I O J N K M L 
 
 
 
Test Orders 
 
A: Tr 1 C D B E A F Z G Y H X I W J V K U L T M S N R O Q P 
 
 Tr 2 W X V Y U Z T A S B R C Q D P E O F N G M H L I K J 
 
 Tr 3 U V T W S X R Y Q Z P A O B N C M D L E K F J G I H 
 
 Tr 4 G H F I E J D K C L B M A N Z O Y P X Q W R V S U T 
 
B: Tr 1 X Y W Z V A U B T C S D R E Q F P G O H N I M J L K 
 
 Tr 2 D E C F B G A H Z I Y J X K W L V M U N T O S P R Q 
 
 Tr 3 F G E H D I C J B K A L Z M Y N X O W P V Q U R T S 
 
 Tr 4 S T R U Q V P W O X N Y M Z L A K B J C I D H E G F 
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Appendix 7 Display Box 
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Appendix 8 Participant Instructions 
 
 

Introduction  
 
Informed Consent Form 

Please read this Informed Consent Form. It will tell you a little about the 
experiment and your rights and responsibilities as a participant. If you decide to 
participate in this study, please sign it at the bottom. 

 

Information 

Before we begin, I need to get some information from you. Please take a couple of 
minutes to complete this index card with the following information:    

Name,  Date of Birth, section    

Introduction 

My name is Mary Mroczka and I am a graduate student in Psychology here at State. 
The experiment, in which you are going to participate today, is aimed at studying how 
people learn the Braille, Moon and Fishburne alphabets. These alphabets are reading 
methods used by many persons who are blind or visually impaired.  

This study is sponsored by the NC State Psychology Department. The results will be 
kept confidential and will in no way affect your status here at State or later on. 

In accord with the ethical principles of the American Psychological Association, I am 
informing you that you are free to leave this experiment at any time without penalty. 

You may have noticed that a fan is operating in the room today. The purpose of the 
fan is to help mask out any unwanted sounds that may occur. 

 
Instructions 

 

An Overview of the Experiment    
 

In this study, you will have the opportunity to learn the names for the symbols 
of the letters of the Braille (Moon, Fishburne) alphabet. You will study each symbol 
and its name, and then you will be tested later.  

 
Before I tell you how we are going to proceed, I would like to tell you briefly 

about the materials that we will be using today. Behind this device, I have some 
cards, on which some Braille (Moon, Fishburne) symbols have been embossed. Each 
symbol on the card will represent one of the Braille (Moon, Fishburne) letters of the 
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alphabet. With the aid of this device, each symbol will be presented to you separately 
in a small window space.  

 
You will learn the names for the 26 symbols of the Braille (Moon, Fishburne) 
alphabet.  There will be two kinds of trials: study trials and test trials. Each study trial 
will be followed by a test trial. This study trial--test trial sequence will occur four 
times. 
 
Study Trials:  Haptic 

 
Here is some information about the study trials. Each symbol will be presented in a 
window space in the black box. Your hand will be in the box. Each symbol will be 
presented to you in a window similar to this one [point to it] for 5 seconds. Please put 
your preferred hand in the box and find the window now. When a symbol is 
presented, you should feel each symbol with your index finger like this [demonstrate].  
 
While you are examining each symbol with your index finger, the tape will tell you 
its name. Listen to the tape as it says the letter name. Try to remember each symbol 
and its name as you lightly rub the flat part of your finger on it. Use only the flat part 
of your finger to feel the symbol; do not use your fingernail. 
 
The symbols will be presented in the same random (alphabetical) order on each study 
trial. However, do not try to learn them by their order, since the symbols will be 
presented in a different order on each test trial. Just try to learn each name as it is 
presented with each symbol. 
 
The symbols will be presented to you at a 5 sec. rate. Thus, you will have 5 sec. to 
study each symbol. At the end of 5 sec, I will move the card to display the next 
symbol. This will continue until all 26 symbols have been presented.  
 
There will be a Test Trial after each Study Trial.  
 
Study Trials: Visual 

 
Here is some information about the study trials. Each symbol will be presented in the 
black box. Each symbol will be presented to you in this window space [point to it] for 
5 seconds. You should look at each symbol as it appears.  
 
While you are examining each symbol, the tape will tell you its name. Listen to the 
tape as it says the letter name. Try to remember each symbol and its name as you look 
at it.  
 
The symbols will be presented in the same random (alphabetical) order on each study 
trial. However, do not try to learn them by their order, since the symbols will be 
presented in a different order on each test trial. Just try to learn each name as it is 
presented with each symbol. 
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The symbols will be presented to you at a 5 sec. rate. Thus, you will have 5 sec. to 
study each symbol. At the end of 5 sec, I will move the card to display the next 
symbol. This will continue until all 26 symbols have been presented. 
 
There will be a Test Trial after each Study Trial. 
 
Test Trials 
 
Here is some information about the Test Trials. On these test trials, your hand will be 
placed in the black box. Each symbol will be presented to you in a window similar to 
this one [point to it] for 5 seconds. Please put your hand in the box and find it now. 
Feel each symbol with the index finger of your hand [demonstrate]. Use only the flat 
part of your finger to feel the symbol; do not use your fingernail. 
 
Try to recall the name of each symbol as you lightly rub the flat part of your finger on 
it. When you think that you know which symbol it is, tell me its name. If you are not 
sure, please guess. Your score will be the total number of items correct, and there is 
no penalty for guessing. 
 
You will have 5 sec. to tell me the name of the symbol. Then, the tape will say “next” 
and I will move the card to present the next symbol. This will continue until all 26 
symbols have been presented. The symbols will be presented in a different random 
order on each test trial. 
 
We will record your responses on a tape recorder. Therefore, please be sure to 
respond loudly -- at least as loud as the voice on the tape.  
 
 
If you have any questions, please ask them now. 

I will not be able to stop once the tape has begun. 
 
Ready?   Let’s begin.. 
 
Questions after the Experiment    
 
Now, I would like to ask you a few questions. 
 

1. What hand do you use to write? 
2. What hand do you use to throw a ball? 
3. Do you consider yourself right-handed or left-handed? 

 
4. Have you ever encountered Braille (Moon, Fishburne) before doing this experiment? 

.. if so, when and under what conditions? 
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5. How did you go about learning the names for the Braille (Moon, Fishburne) symbols 
in the study trials? 

 
6. Did you notice a structure among the items in the alphabet (relationship between the 

symbols ?          If so, what was it? 
 

7. If yes, did you use this information to help you learn the names? 
 

8. Do you know of any reason why you may have had any difficulty in examining the 
Braille symbols by touch? 
.. for example, on your right index finger, do you have any cuts, calluses or sores that 
might have made it difficult? 
 

Debriefing 
 
The purpose of this study is to explore how people learn Braille (Moon, Fishburne).  
This experiment is part of a research program that we hope will be helpful in 
understanding the processes of perception, learning and memory. We are interested in 
studying whether various kinds of experience with Braille (Moon, Fishburne), 
through touch or vision, affect how fast Braille (Moon, Fishburne) can be learned. 
 
Do you have any questions about the study? 
 
One more thing, and this is very important: please do not say anything about this 
study to anyone once you leave this room today. Since we are conducting this 
research over the next several months, it may be that someone you know will 
participate. As you might expect, if someone knows about this experiment before 
participating in it, it could bias the outcome of this experiment.  Therefore, we would 
appreciate it if you would not say anything about this experiment to anyone else once 
you leave this room.  Okay ??       
 
Thank you for your participation. 
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Appendix 9 IRB Application 
 
 
Title:  Effects of Study Modality and Study Order on Learning  

Three Alphabets Used by Blind Persons 

Principal Investigator:  Mary A. Mroczka 
Sponsor:  Dr. Slater Newman 
 
 
A. Introduction 
 
1. The purpose of the proposed research is to provide information about how the Braille, 

Moon and Fishburne alphabets are learned and remembered.  Previous research has 
shown that visual (as compared with haptic) study of the symbols facilitates learning. 
This experiment will compare visual and haptic study modalities. In addition, this 
research will compare alphabetical and random orders of presentation of the symbols. It 
is expected that these results will help identify the processes involved in learning each of 
the three alphabets. 

 
2. This project is the Dissertation research for the PI. 
 
 
B.   Participant Population 
 
1. One-hundred forty-four undergraduate students will be involved in this research. 
 
2. Participants will be students in Psy 200; they will be recruited by the computer sign-up 

process established for this course. 
  
3.   N.A.  (No advertising will be used in recruiting participants.) 
 
4.   Participants will be recruited based on these criteria: (1)  no familiarity with the Braille, 
Moon or Fishburne alphabets, and (2) short finger nails. 
 
5.   No specific populations will be excluded. 
 
6.   There is no relationship between the researcher and the participants. 
 
7.   There are no vulnerable populations included in this project. 
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C.       Experimental Procedures 
 
1. Participants (Ps) will be asked to give the following information: name, birthdate, course 

section number, and student number. They will be given an Informed Consent Form to 
read and sign. Instructions will be given at the beginning.  

 
2. All presentations of letter names and final testing will be paced with a tape recorder; 

symbols will be presented at a 5 sec. rate, with a 15 sec. inter-trial interval. Ps will 
examine each symbol, visually or haptically, and simultaneously listen to its name—26 
symbols, one at a time. Then, they will be asked to examine haptically each of the 26 
symbols and orally respond with its name. A second tape recorder will record their 
responses. This sequence of study trials and test trials will occur four times. Then, the Ps 
will be asked to tell how they went about learning the names for the Braille, Moon and 
Fishburne symbols. Finally, they will be debriefed, asked if they have any questions 
about the research, and thanked for their participation. 

 
3. Each participant will be involved in one 50-minute session. 
 
 
D. Potential Risks 
 
1. There are no potential risks associated with the proposed procedures. 
 
2. There will be no request for information that participants might consider to be personal or 

sensitive. 
 
3. Participants will not be presented with materials that might be offensive, threatening, or 

degrading.   
 
4. Participant information will be kept separate from the data; the data will only be 

identified by a number. All analyses will be done in aggregate terms. 
 
5. The audio tapes will be kept locked up in the research laboratory until the project has 

been completed.  They will be retained for a period of five years and then destroyed. 
 
6. There will be no deception of the participants in this research. 
 
 
E. Potential Benefits 
 
Participation in research is one option for fulfilling part of his/her Psy 200 course 
requirements. Each participant will have an opportunity to learn some symbols of the Braille, 
Moon or Fishburne alphabet. There will be no monetary gain.  
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F. Compensation 
 
1. If the participant withdraws prior to the completion of the study, they will receive credit 

for the time they have completed.     
 
2. Each participant will receive two research credits for Psy 200. Other ways to earn the 

same amount of credit are through participation in other research or by writing a paper. 
 
 
G. Collaborators 
 
1.  No other collaborators will be involved in this project. 
 
 
H. Additional Information 
 
1. No questionnaire will be used. 
 
2.  An Informed Consent Form is attached. 
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Appendix 10 Informed Consent Form 
 

North Carolina State University 
Informed Consent Form 

 
Title of Research: Effects of Study Modality and Study Order on Learning  

Three Alphabets Used by Blind Persons 
Principal Investigator:    Ms. Mary A. Mroczka 
Sponsor: Dr. Slater E. Newman 
 
Information: You are invited to participate in a study about learning the Braille, Fishburne 
or Moon Alphabet. You will be asked to examine the symbols, either by vision or touch. You 
will be asked to learn the 26 letters of one of the alphabets; this will be followed by a test of 
the letters. You will complete four sets of study and test trials. The study will take no more 
than 50 minutes. 
 
Risks:  You should not experience any risk or discomfort from this experiment. 
 
Benefits:  this project will lead to a greater understanding of how people learn the Braille, 
Moon and Fishburne alphabets. 
 
Confidentiality:   The data from this research will be kept strictly condidential. Data will be 
stored securely and will be made available only to persons conducting the study. Your name 
will not be on your data sheet. All data will be analyzed in aggregate, by groups. No 
reference will be made in oral or written reports that could link you to this study. 
 
Compensation:  You will receive two research credits for Psy200, as compensation for 
participating in this research. Other ways to earn the same amount of credit are through 
participation in other research or by writing a paper. 
 
Contact Information:  If you have any questions at any time about the experiment or the 
procedures, you may contact the sponsor, Dr. Slater Newman, at 762 Poe Hall.  If you feel 
that you have not been treated according to the descriptions in this form, or your rights as a 
participant in research have been violated, you may contact the NCSU Institutional Review 
Board for the Use of Human Subjects in Research Committee, Box 7514, Campus Mail. 
 
Participation:  Your participation in this study is voluntary; you may decline to participate 
without penalty. If you decide to participate, you may withdraw from the study at any time 
without penalty. You will receive credit for the time that you have participated. If you 
withdraw from the study, your data will be returned to you. 
 
Consent:  I have read and understood the above information, and I have received a copy of 
this form. I agree to participate in this research. 
 
Participant’s signature:  ________________________________    Date:  ________________ 
Investigator’s signature:  _______________________________    Date:  ________________ 


